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Abstract
We describe DFKI’s submission to the System Combination
and Machine Translation tracks of the 2011 IWSLT Evalua-
tion Campaign. We focus on a sentence selection mechanism
which chooses the (hopefully) best sentence among a set of
candidates. The rationale behind it is to take advantage of the
strengths of each system, especially given an heterogeneous
dataset like the one in this evaluation campaign, composed
of TED Talks of very different topics. We focus on using
features that correlate well with human judgement and, while
our primary system still focus on optimizing the BLEU score
on the development set, our goal is to move towards optimiz-
ing directly the correlation with human judgement. This kind
of system is still under development and was used as a sec-
ondary submission.

1. Introduction
In this paper we describe DFKI’s submission to the System
Combination and Machine Translation tracks of this years’
IWSLT Evaluation [1]. The task consists of TED Talks given
by several speakers on varied topics, expectedly with differ-
ent talking styles. As such, the data is quite heterogeneous
and the perspective of combining systems is specially attrac-
tive, trying to take advantage of the strengths of each one.

We focused on a sentence selection mechanism based on
exploiting features that are expected to correlate well with
human judgement. For our MT submission we used this
method to boost the performance of several baseline systems
trained on different subsets of the available data. We concen-
trated on the English-to-French translation direction, and, if
not noted otherwise, all the results reported on this paper re-
fer to this translation direction.

2. Baseline Systems
An overview of the statistics of the different available train-
ing corpora is given in Table 1. The corpora have been to-
kenized and the words at the beginning of sentences have
been converted to the most frequent case. The variability in
the available data can already be seen in these statistics. In
order to get the perplexity scores, we trained a 4-gram lan-
guage model with Kneser-Ney smoothing [2] using the SRI

Corpus Sent. Running Vocab. ppl

TED Talk 107K 2.2M 57K 115.1
Europarl 18M 56M 149K 136.6
News 115K 3.4M 63K 159.6
Giga FrEn 22M 800M 3.1M 153.2
UN 12M 402M 682K 207.7

Table 1: Corpus statistics (Sentences, Running Words, Vo-
cabulary and Perplexity) for the English-to-French transla-
tion task, after postprocessing. The perplexity figure is com-
puted on the test 2010 french set, using a 4-gram language
model trained on the corresponding corpus.

toolkit [3] on each corpus and then measured the perplexity
on the test2010 corpus. In spite of its small size, the low per-
plexity of the TED Talk corpus seems to indicate that it is the
better suited for this task. This is not a reliable measure, of
course, but it can give an early indication of the similarity of
the corpora.

As a starting point and in order to create different MT
systems to combine, we trained two freely available machine
translation systems on some of the available bilingual cor-
pora for the evaluation (driven partly by the running time
needed to train a full system from scratch).

As phrase-based system we used Moses [4], the current
standard toolkit for phrase-based translation. We trained the
system with a standard setup, using the dev2010 corpus as
development set for minimum error rate training.

As a hierarchical phrase-based system we used the Jane
toolkit [5], freely available for non-commercial use. The
alignments were taken over from the corresponding Moses
systems and again a fairly standard setup was used, optimiz-
ing on the dev2010 corpus.

Both systems used the same language model: a 4-gram
language model trained on the monolingual TED data.

The results1 of the different baseline setups are summa-
rized in Table 2. It can be seen that the choice of training

1The BLEU scores are cases-sensitive and computed used preprocessed
references, in the same way as the preprocessing of the original data. As
such it may not fully agree with officially calculated results.
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System Training Corpus BLEU [%]

Moses TED 29.9
News 26.0
Europarl 27.6
TED+News 30.3
TED+Europarl 30.0

Jane TED 29.6
WMT11News 23.7
Europarl 24.8
TED+News 29.1
TED+Europarl 28.3

Table 2: Results of the baseline systems.

corpus has a critical effect on the performance of the system,
and adding more (out-of-domain) data does not necessarily
improve the translation quality (particularly for the Jane sys-
tem). Overall Moses performs better than Jane on this task,
which was to be expected as this language direction does not
benefit from the additional modelling possibilities of the hi-
erarchical model.

One of the first ideas we considered when planning the
evaluation was to see if the performance of the systems with-
out the TED training corpus was on-par or near the system
trained with this data. If this was the case, the TED corpus
could then be used e.g. to tune document-specific models or
do some other kind of domain adaptation. However, as the
perplexities in Table 1 hinted and the results of Table 2 show,
the TED corpus is crucial for obtaining good performance,
and this simple approach was thus not practicable.

3. System Combination Through System
Selection

The next step in the development of our system was to com-
bine the different systems and try to improve the overall
translation quality.

3.1. First Approach: Document Level Combination

Given the nature of the corpus, i.e. the fact that it consists
of different talks by diverse speakers on unrelated topics, we
first tried a combination on the document level. The goal
was to select for each document the system which provides
the best translation, using some automatic method akin to
text classification. However this strategy showed not to be
effective.

Table 3 shows an overview of the BLEU scores of each
of the documents composing the test2010 corpus, with the
cells shaded to provide a more visual overview of the distri-
bution of the scores. It can be observed that the best system
is generally the same for most documents, and the difference
in BLEU scores is not very large. Indeed, if we generate
a new complete hypothesis by selecting the best system for

System BLEU [%]

Worst System 23.7
Best System 30.3

Document Selection 30.7
Sentence Selection 37.1

Table 4: Overview of oracle scores for the system selection
approaches.

each document, we hardly get an improvement over the best
single system, obtaining a BLEU score of only 30.7%. Note
that this is an oracle score2 obtained using the references to
guide the selection.

3.2. Second Approach: Sentence Level Combination

We decided to move towards a finer granularity and inves-
tigate the possibilities of combination on the sentence level.
In order to get an idea of the possibility for improvement, we
performed another oracle experiment, constructing a new hy-
pothesis using the given reference as a guide. We followed a
greedy method to construct the hypothesis, in which for ev-
ery source sentence, we chose the translation candidate with
better accumulated BLEU score up to this point, i.e. with-
out taking the still-to-be-visited part of the corpus into ac-
count. This method is not guaranteed to find the best possi-
ble hypothesis, but it gives us a hint of the performance that
is achievable in principle. In this case the improvement is
significant, reaching 37.1% BLEU. We therefore decided to
continue with this line of work. An overview of these scores
can be found in Table 4.

4. Features
In this section we will list the features we compute for each
of the systems. How we take advantage of them will be de-
scribed in Section 5. We have used features that try to focus
on characteristics that humans may use to evaluate a system.

4.1. Cross System BLEU

BLEU was introduced in [7] and has shown to have a high
correlation with human judgement. In spite of its shortcom-
ings [8], it has been considered the standard automatic mea-
sure in the development of SMT systems (with new measures
being added upon, but not substituting it).

Of course, the main problem of using the BLEU score
as a feature for sentence selection in a real-life scenario is
that we do not have the references available. We overcame
this issue by generating a custom set of references for each
system, using the other systems as gold translations. This

2There is evidence [6], that this method does not necessarily produce the
best complete hypothesis, but it should be a good enough indicator for our
purposes and further discussion (see also 3.2).
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20.4 18.9 19.3 20.8 21.3 20.6 17.4 17.3 20.2 20.1

34.1 30.1 31.9 35.5 33.8 33.7 27.8 28.9 32.9 32.2

32.1 25.6 26.2 32.1 31.0 30.6 23.0 25.1 31.1 27.9

26.3 23.8 24.3 25.9 26.2 25.5 20.7 21.9 25.4 25.1

29.9 27.1 28.3 30.2 30.8 29.0 25.1 26.0 28.8 28.1

29.9 25.1 28.1 31.0 30.7 29.0 21.2 22.9 27.7 28.2

33.8 27.9 31.6 34.3 33.5 33.9 26.1 26.7 33.9 31.9

34.3 28.0 29.2 34.0 32.2 33.1 25.2 26.7 31.2 31.0

27.4 22.8 24.0 28.4 27.4 27.0 21.6 22.1 27.0 26.5

33.8 32.2 33.9 34.4 33.7 35.0 29.0 31.6 33.6 33.2

26.8 23.8 25.4 25.0 26.8 27.9 20.3 23.6 26.9 26.8

D
o
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m
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Systems

Table 3: Document level scores. The ordering of the systems corresponds to Table 2, the ordering of the documents to the
appearance in the test2010 corpus. The shading of the cells has been normalized for each row (i.e. for each document).

is of course inexact, but n-grams that appear on the output
of different systems can be expected to be more probable to
be correct, and BLEU calculated this way gives us a mea-
sure of this agreement. This approach can be considered re-
lated to n-gram posteriors [9] or minimum Bayes risk decod-
ing (e.g. [10]) in the context of n-best rescoring, but applied
without prior weighting (unavailable directly) and more fo-
cused on the evaluation interpretation.

We generated two features based on this idea. The first
one is computed at the system level, i.e. it is the same for each
sentence produced by a system and serves as a kind of prior
weight similar to the one used in other system combination
methods (e.g. [11]). The other feature was computed at the
sentence level. For this we used the smoothed version of
BLEU proposed in [12], again using the output of the rest of
the systems as pseudo-reference. As optimization on BLEU
often tends to generate short translations, we also include a
word penalty feature.

As an additional experiment, we generated a combination
hypothesis by a greedy process, similar to the oracle setting
described in Section 3.2. In this case, however, we construct
both a new hypothesis and the corresponding references at
the same time; the translations that have not been chosen as
part of the hypothesis enter the reference. Using this simple
method alone we achieve a BLEU score of 30.5% (measured
using the true reference). This is a modest improvement (and
certainly not statistically significant), but consistent among
several experiments. We believe that this can be a starting
point for further development.

4.2. Error Analysis Features

It is safe to assume that a human judge will try to choose
those translations which contain the least amount of errors,
both in terms of content and grammaticality. A classification

of errors for machine translation systems has been proposed
in [13], and [14] presents how to compute a subset of these
error categories automatically. The basic idea is to extend the
familiar Word Error Rate (WER) and Position independent
word Error Rate (PER) measures on word and base-form3

levels to identify the different kind of errors. For our system
we included following features:

Extra Word Errors (EXTer) Extra words in the hypothesis
not present in the references.

Inflection Errors (hINFer) Words with wrong inflection.
Computed comparing word-level errors and base-
form-level errors.

Lexical Errors (hLEXer) Wrong lexical choices in the hy-
pothesis with respect to the references.

Reordering Errors (hRer) Wrong word order in the hy-
pothesis.

Missing Words (MISer) Words present in the reference
that are missing in the hypothesis.

All these features are computed using the open source Hjer-
son4 tool [15], which also outputs the standard WER metric,
which we added as an additional feature.

As was the case in Section 4.1, for computing these mea-
sures we do not have a reference available, and thus we use
the rest of the systems as pseudo-references. This has the in-
teresting effect that some “errors” are actually beneficial for
the performance of the system. For example, it is known that
systems optimised on the BLEU metric tend to produce short

3Computed using the TreeTagger tool (http://www.ims.uni-
stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/)

4The abbreviations for the features are taken over directly from the out-
put of the tool.
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hypotheses. In this sense, the extra words considered as er-
rors by the EXTer measure may be actually beneficial for the
overall performance of the system (see also the discussion in
Section 5).

4.3. Parsing Features

A basic expectation concerning MT quality is that its output
should be grammatical. For this purpose, the use of language
models has been dominant when building systems, optimiz-
ing the output for the highest probability of the consequent
n-grams. On the other hand, automatic metrics are also based
on n-grams matching with the reference translation. In order
to avoid a possible overfitting on n-grams, but also to capture
more complex phenomena (such as long distance structures
and grammatical fluency) that are still important to quality
output and may have been neglected by the statistical sys-
tems, we considered including features derived after parsing
the systems’ output with Probabilistic Context Free Gram-
mars (PCFG). For this the Berkeley Parser [16] was used.

PCFG parsing allows the generation of n-best lists of
trees, scored probabilistically, leading to the selection of the
tree with the highest score. From this process, we extracted
the number of distinct parsing trees of the sentence, after hav-
ing allowed the generation of an n-best list of size n = 1000.
A smaller number of trees could mean that there are less pos-
sible tree derivations, i.e. less parsing ambiguity.

Parsing statistics are not only an indicator of the gram-
maticality of the sentence, but also of how complicated it is,
assuming it is fully grammatical. Therefore, we relied on
the assumption of isomorphism; i.e. the complexity of the
parse of the translated sentence (if fully grammatical) would
be proportional to the complexity of the parse of the source
sentence (which is expected to be fully grammatical). For
this reason, we parsed both the source input and the sys-
tem outputs and computed the source to target ratio for such
scores.

As an additional feature, we included counts and source
to target ratios of verb phrases, given the same isomorphism
assumption and the fact that a possible “loss” of verb (not
explicitly handled by a language model) would radically de-
crease sentence quality. Further parsing features are subject
of future work.

4.4. IBM1 Scores

IBM1-like scores on the sentence level are known to perform
well for the rescoring of n-best lists from a single system (see
e.g. [17]). Additionally, they have been shown in [18] to cor-
relate well with human judgement for evaluation purposes.
We thus include them as additional features.

4.5. Additional Language Models

For the translation systems we trained ourselves we only in-
cluded one language model trained on the TED data, as initial
experimentation with other language models did not seem to

bring clear improvements. We do not know what language
models were used for the systems in the system combina-
tion shared task. We used all the available monolingual data
to build additional language models and compute the corre-
sponding scores.

5. Sentence Selection Mechanism
Two sentence selection mechanisms were tried out for this
evaluation. Although our goal is to shift to a selection mech-
anism geared towards human evaluation, using the data made
available in the WMT evaluations [19], this approach is still
experimental and in development stage. Therefore we also
built a more traditional system based on log-linear models
trained on the BLEU score.

5.1. Based on BLEU

Log-linear models are at the heart of most state-of-the-art sta-
tistical machine translation systems. They model the trans-
lation probability of target sentence eI1 given source sen-
tence fJ1 directly using the expression

p(eI1|fJ1 ) =
exp

(∑M
m=1 λmhm(fJ1 , e

I
1)
)

∑
ẽI1
exp

(∑M
m=1 λmhm(fJ1 , ẽ

I
1)
) , (1)

where the hm are feature functions as the ones described in
Section 4 and the λm are the corresponding scaling factors,
which we optimize with standard MERT training with re-
spect to the BLEU score. This is also the usual approach
used for rescoring n-best lists generated by a single system,
and has been used previously for sentence selection purposes
(see [20] which uses a very similar approach to our own).

Note that no system dependent features like translation
probabilities were computed, as we wanted to keep the sys-
tem general. In fact, for the system combination task, only
the single-best translation was provided, without additional
information.

Table 5 gives an overview of the effect of the differ-
ent features used in this approach.5 It can be seen that the
best performance is obtained when combining all the mod-
els. Language model scores alone are not powerful enough
to give an improvement over the best single system, and the
IBM1 scores even hurt performance (note however that this
is a single score). They are however important for the com-
bination with the other models in order to obtain the biggest
improvement, as the last rows in Table 5 show.

It is also interesting to analyze the sign of the scaling fac-
tors corresponding to the different features, which is shown
in Table 6. We explicitly do not include the magnitude of
the factors because of the different scaling of the feature
functions may lead to misinterpretations of the importance
of each feature. To be able to interpret this table correctly,

5Regretfully, due to practical issues during the evaluation preparation we
did not use the same set of features for both approaches.
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Model #Features BLEU [%]

Worst System – 23.7
Best System – 30.3

BLEU 3 31.2
IBM1 1 27.2
Error analysis 6 30.5
LMs 5 30.2

All wo. BLEU 12 31.3
All wo. IBM1 14 31.2
All wo. error analysis 9 30.6
All wo. LMs 10 30.7

All 15 31.5

Table 5: Effect of the different feature models on the test2010
corpus.

we must take into account that the system minimizes costs
(proportional to negative log-probabilities).

The features associated with the BLEU score all get a
negative scaling factor, as such higher values are good for the
performance of the system, as expected. This also includes
the word penalty, i.e. longer sentences are favored.

The error analysis features mostly get positive scaling
factors, i.e. the system tries to minimize the number of “er-
rors” of the system (with pseudo-references, see 4.2). One
exception are the extra word errors, which, as pointed out
before, may help to overcome the tendency towards shorter
sentences. Another exception (somehow surprising) are the
inflection errors. We do not have a clear explanation for this
effect, but it could be that due to the similarity in the con-
struction of the systems, they tend to do the same kind of
inflection errors. It can then happen that when one system
produces a new inflection it has a higher probability of being
right, although this is mere speculation.

The IBM1 score gets a negative scaling factor. As we are
working with log-probabilities in this case (not negative!),
this indicates that higher IBM1 scores are beneficial for the
system. For the language models, the picture is mixed, the
system tries to maximize the probability of some of them,
but to minimize it for others.

5.2. Based on human ranking

We considered employing a supervised machine learning ap-
proach trained over sentences evaluated by human judges,
made available by the WMT evaluations. The system was
trained based on human rankings of MT output and conse-
quently used to replicate ranking for our sentence-level trans-
lation alternatives.

According to this approach [21], ranking is decomposed
into a set of pairwise decisions, where each translation output
gets compared with each one of the other alternatives. For
this purpose, a binary classifier is trained to learn to com-

Feature Sign

Cross system BLEU (system level) −
Cross system BLEU (sentence level) −
Word penalty −
EXTer −
hINFer −
hLEXer +
hRer +
MISer +
WER +

IBM1 −
LM (Europarl) −
LM (Giga FrEn) −
LM (monolingual TED) +
LM (UN) +
LM (News) +

Table 6: Sign of the scaling factors corresponding to the fea-
tures.

pare the output quality. The sentence that wins most of the
pairwise comparisons (ranked first) is selected for the system
combination output.

A Naı̈ve Bayes classifier was trained by estimating p(C)
out of relative frequencies of the pairwise examples6 as fol-
lowing:

p(C,F1, . . . , Fn) = p(C)
i=1∏
n

p(Fi|C) (2)

where C is the binary class value and Fi the features. We
experimented with several combinations of features, includ-
ing language model probabilities, parsing features, IBM1
scores and a count of unknown words. Since our features
had continuous values (mainly probabilistic scores) p(Fi|C)
in Bayes’ training was estimated using locally weighed linear
regression [24]).

The best results of the various experiments with different
feature combinations are shown in Table 7. We report the
segment-level correlation coefficient Kendall’s tau (τ ) [25]
and the accuracy of the classifier succesfully selecting the
best ranked output7.

Although these numbers are helpful for selecting the op-
timal feature set, they already show a rather limited perfor-
mance of the method. A first issue, which was considered
at the end of the development cycle, was that contradictory
judgements had been included in the human evaluation set.
We gathered all the sentences that had more than one judg-
ment and applied majority voting, in order to get only one

6Human judgments for training were obtained from the data of the
Shared Evaluation Tasks for WMT08, 09 and 11 [22, 23, 19]

7Human judgments for testing and development were obtained from the
WMT10 Shared Evaluation Task [26]
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Features τ acc[%]

basic, VPs, trees, treesratio, ibm1 0.077 37.5
basic, VPs, trees, treesratio 0.057 35.1
basic, VPsratio, trees, treesratio 0.049 34.4
basic, VPsratio, trees, treesratio, ibm1 0.056 33.8

basic, VPs, trees, treesratio, ibm1, maj.v 0.078 38.6

τ segment-level Kendall tau coefficient.
acc “select-best” accuracy
basic count of unknown words, language model score,

ratio of source to target sentence length.
trees count of n-best PCFG trees up to 1000

Table 7: Overview classification/select-best performance by
using the Bayes classifier

System % Best BLEU [%]

BLEU based 43 31.5
Human rank based 26 26.4

Table 8: Comparison of the two approaches for sentence se-
lection

rank per sentence. This lead to the correlation results de-
noted with “+maj.v.” in Table 7.

Another drawback of the pairwise idea occurs when two
or more systems collect the same winnings of comparisons,
so they are all ranked best. Forceful selection of one of them
(e.g. the first appearing in the list), lead to a decrease of
about 10% on accuracy. Further research (which may also be
related to more informative features) to overcome this prob-
lem of uncertainty would have some potential. Additionally,
the fact that this selection mechanism is trained on human
judgments of news-data, but applied on spoken language top-
ics, creates an out-of-domain situation which may be unpre-
dictable.

5.3. Comparison of Both Approaches

Table 8 shows a short comparison of both approaches for sen-
tence selection. As a comparison based only on the BLEU
score would not be fair, as the one based on human ranking
is not optimized on this measure, we also performed a binary
system comparison as described in [13] on 100 sentences8.
On 43 sentences the BLEU based system was judged bet-
ter than the other system, for 26 the contrary was true (for
the rest no significant difference was found between the sys-
tems). Given this fact and the corresponding BLEU scores
we decided to submit the BLEU based system as our primary
submission.

8The human judge was not a French native speaker.

System BLEU [%]

Worst System 25.1
Best System 33.5

BLEU Based combination 34.4
Ranks Based combination 29.5

Table 9: Automatic scores on the test2011 corpus.

6. Results
In this section we will analyze the official evaluation results.
Note that, contrary to the previous reported scores where we
used our internal preprocessing of the references, the scores
reported here are calculated in a standardized way, either by
the organizers or by the evaluation server made available.
Thus they are directly comparable to the results obtained by
other groups.

6.1. MT Track

Table 9 includes the results of our submissions on the
test2011 corpus. As can be seen, the BLEU based sentence
selection mechanism is able to achieve nearly 1% BLEU im-
provement over the best single system. The rank-based se-
lection again does not obtain good results in terms of this
automatic measure, but it should be stressed that it is not op-
timized with respect to it.

6.2. SC Track

For the system combination track, some additional practi-
cal issues have to be commented on. The organizers asked
the participants in the translation tracks to provide transla-
tion on the development corpora in order to have data to train
the SC systems on. However, and probably due to the rela-
tively long time before the final submission and the deadline
for providing development data, few groups submitted the
translated development sets. As an example, for the English-
to-French translation direction, only three groups submitted
translations of the development data, while eight groups par-
ticipated in the final MT track evaluation. We ourselves are
the first to blame, as we did not submit any translation of the
development data due to not having it ready at the time of the
deadline. This has a negative effect at the time of optimizing
the systems, as the conditions for the development data do
not match the conditions for the test data. There is also the
issue that the version of the systems used for the develop-
ment data is probably not so up-to-date like the final version,
but this is expected to have a less critical effect.

Taking this into consideration we optimized the BLEU-
based system on the provided development data but also
submitted a contrastive system with the scaling factors op-
timized on our own set of systems. It turns out that this last
system outperformed the primary submission. On the devel-
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System BLEU [%]

Worst System 34.4
Best System 37.7

BLEU Based combination 37.5
BLEU Based combination (contrastive) 37.9
Rank Based combi 36.0

Table 10: Automatic scores on the test2011 corpus (SC
track).

System BLEU [%]

Worst System 19.6
Best System 26.3

BLEU Based combi 23.6

Table 11: Automatic scores on the test2011 corpus (SC track,
Arabic-to-English direction).

opment data the newly optimized system performed better,
but that was probably an overfitting effect, as for the test2011
data it was not able to outperform the best performing single
system. The automatic scores are shown on Table 10 for the
English-to-French direction and on Table 11 for the Arabic-
to-English translation direction, where we also participated,
although without success. For the Chinese-to-English trans-
lation direction we were not able to obtain improvements
even on the development data.

7. Conclusions
We have described DFKI’s submission to the IWSLT 2011
evaluation campaign. Our main focus has been put on the
development of a sentence selection mechanism which aims
to take advantage of features designed to correlate well with
human judgements, like error analysis of the translations or
BLEU scores. We use the output of the systems to gener-
ate pseudo-references for those features that need them. The
system combination is able take advantage of the different
strengths of each system and achieves nearly 1% improve-
ment in BLEU, boosting the performance of baseline systems
and bringing them on-par with most submissions by other
participants.

In spite of the good results obtained with sentence se-
lection applied for the internally trained systems, the good
performance did not carry over to the combination of sys-
tems trained by other participants, where we only obtained a
very modest gain. We feel this was mainly due to a mismatch
between the development and the testing conditions.

We have also initiated the shift towards a selection mech-
anism guided by human judgement instead of purely auto-
matic measures. Although the system does not yet achieve

state-of-the-art performance, we feel that this is the way to go
in further development of machine translation systems, spe-
cially if we want to improve more strict (or human driven)
quality measures.
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